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New tins wey we don learn for this COVID-19 matter

Here na some of the new tins wey we don learn for this COVID-19 matter as of September 1st, 2020 
based on wetin Presidential Task Force on COVID-19, NCDC and Federal Ministry of Health don talk 
so far:
Here is a breakdown of some of the major developments in the COVID-19 response as of September 
1, 2020 based on the announcements of the Presidential Task Force on COVID-19 and the Nigeria 
Center for Disease Control (NCDC) and the Federal Ministry of Health:
• COVID-19 death rate don drop small to 1.88%. Dey don talk say na because dem don improve the 
treatment wey dem dey give patients.  
• Plateau state na the new state for Nigeria where coronavirus cases dey increase pass. Other states 
wey don top chart for new COVID-19 cases before na Kano, Lagos, Ogun and Akwa Ibom.

Lagos State don reduce Isolation Centres:

• Dem don approve 14 private labs for COVID-19 testing for Nigeria; 11 for Lagos and 1 for FCT, 1 for 
Rivers and 1 for Imo state.

• Dem don talk say international flights go resume on 5th September, 2020.

• 9 out of 36 states for Nigeria don publish their COVID-19 expenses so far, including Lagos, Ogun, 
Ondo, Ekiti, Oyo, Kwara, Kaduna, Katsina and Ebonyi state.

As number of COVID-19 positive cases bin dey reduce, Lagos state government on August 2nd 

The coronavirus matter wey don dey cause wahala everywhere first enter Naija on 27 February and e 
start for Lagos state. The tin cause many many fake news wey make NCDC and Federal Ministry of 
Health dem begin try calm pipo down, try make the sickness no spread. All of us need join hand 
make sure say we knack this virus correct apako so make we dey talk only news wey we don confam 
say na true; and make we dey do the ones wey go make the virus fear to near our domot. 

The Coronavirus CivActs Campaign (CCC) dey gather different rumour and tori wey Naija pipo dey 
talk for different states make we help ordinary pipo understand wetin dey happen; so that beta 
information go dey flow well well for government, media, NGO and even the citizens dem. Once we 
talk the real gbege of wetin dey happen, all dem fake news go stop to dey spread before they cause 
more wahala for our country pipo. You know say no be all of us get the same language and no be 
everybody sabi this English well well so we need this CCC make everybody understand wetin dey 
happen so that we go finally throway this bad sickness comot for our country. 

Coronavirus na serious threat to Naija pipo -- wey be over 180 million – because the healthcare 
system weak, the pipo dey very poor, the living conditions no good and the Government too dey 
corrupt. Economic and insecurity conditions for Naija dey bad before this coronavirus kasala burst, 
and Naija dey already score fail for health parameters; pipo too dey die and life expectancy dey poor. 
When and if coronavirus enter communities wey get high population for Naija, kasala go burst. 

E dey important make Naija handle this pandemic in a way wey dey progressive and transparent, to 
ensure the well-being of citizens, build resilience and prevent any social conflict wey fit happen 
sharp sharp. This na huge challenge for Naija, but na also opportunity to renovate public health 
systems, improve relationship between Naija pipo and those who dey in power, and improve 
governance. 
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Governor also talk say dem don dey convert the Infectious diseases Hospital for Yaba back to hin 
initial status as hospital wey dey handle all type of infectious disease and not just coronavirus wey 
dey trend. Na after this announcement dem comot the ban for church and mosque for the state, wey 
dem comot for the 7th and 9th of August; come comot the ban for social clubs on the 14th. 

2020 come announce say dem dey shutdown Eti-Osa Isolation Centre and Agidingbi Isolation 
Centre, say dem go relocate patients for Agidingbi to one big Indo-Centre for Anthony area. Lagos 
state governor Babajide Sanwo-Olu talk say the closure dey necessary to balance the spending for 
the COVID-19 response, as dem bin build excess isolation centres and for some of the centres na 
only 20 per cent of the beds dey full.

Private COVID-19 Labs for Nigeria where you fit test (as of 1st September 2020)

NCDC don approve 14 labs for Nigeria for COVID-19 testing. These labs na:



VS
Herd Immunity na the best way to fight 
COVID-19 

Na only small group of pipo dey spread 
COVID-19 wey dem dey call 
‘super-spreaders’

Good nutrition fit prevent coronavirus

COVID-19 numbers dey manipulated 
to control the masses

Wetin herd immunity mean be say enough 
people don recover from the virus so they no fit 
infect other pipo or fall sick again. For that one to 
work, 50-70% of the world population go need 
get the sickness and recover with ogbonge 
immunity. If we try that one many pipo go die and 
we never even know how long the immunity dey 
last sef.

Anybody fit spread coronavirus. For average, 
COVID-19 carrier fit infect two or three pipo with 
the virus. Pipo wey infect more than the average 
na usually because dem dey come in contact 
with plenty people.

Pipo no fit prevent coronavirus infection through 
diet. But healthy life-style with balanced diet fit 
help you maintain your immune system against 
virus attack.

Unfortunately, many news outlet dey use fear 
paint bad picture of the situation come dey feed 
many rumours wey dey spread now. But we 
need remember say rate of infection and death 
depend on testing numbers and many places 
no dey too test and dem even fit make mistake 
for the test, 

Healthy young people no dey get 
COVID-19 sickness

Young, healthy people still dey get serious 
sicknels from COVID-19. Person response to 
coronavirus depend on their own immune 
system, the amount of virus wey infect them, 
genetics and other tins.

This na the list of vaccines wey dey for clinical testing phase:

The WHO don release ogbonge list of COVID-19 vaccines dem dey prepare as of 28 August. 33 vaccines 
dey for clinical testing phase now, while 143 vaccines still dey for evaluation.

COVID-19 Vaccines wey dem dey prepare
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CORONAVIRUS UPDATE FOR NAIJA AT AS TODAY - 04/09/2020

1,051 42,816
CONFIRMED CASES DEATHS RECOVERED

420,543
TESTED

54,743
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